WHO’S PLANNING THE FUNERAL?
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IF YOUR PRINCIPAL DIED LAST NIGHT
WITHOUT A FUNERAL PLAN.
WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING TODAY?

No one is comfortable talking about

Here are some examples of the count-

the day of their funeral, but taking con-

less decisions to be made - Right to ad-

trol of that inevitable conversation and

dress them now, lest unfortunate timing

organizing a principal’s final wishes is

offers no other choice.

simply the right thing to do for their
family, enterprise, and legacy.



may ever make, and must include forthright discussions between the principal
and their family - granting all the op-

and associates?



Family Collaboration



What if death occurs overseas?



Defined Leadership Structure



When and where will the funeral be



Demise Notification Plan



Decedent Care Arrangements



Detailed Event Management Plans



Timeline of Events



Guest Invitation Plan



Family & Guest Lodging and Trans-

held?

portunity to share specific requests,
relate special tributes and recognize



elements of personal significance.

By creating a memorial that reflects



Will events be public or private?



Is the venue proportional to the number of invited guests?

opportunity to honor their own, unique
life-story and legacy. It eliminates confusion, minimizes differences of opin-



makers in advance of that dreaded day.

the family office, memorial event plans

ensure a principal’s final wishes are
fulfilled and a family’s burden of making tough decisions is lessened. It also
establishes a codified framework to aid
the family and organization during an

LHT Consulting Group specializes in
the creation and implementation of comprehensive memorial event plans to com-

an emotional guessing-game?



Security Requirements



Final Disposition



Permanent Memorialization

memorate the life and legacy of distinguished individuals. We are recognized
for unparalleled expertise, ultimate discretion, and an unwavering commitment to
excellence.

unexpected or major event.
Will your plan be well orchestrated, or

portation Plans

What are the family's thoughts regarding burial or cremation?

ion, and identifies trusted decision-

Often guided by confidants within

Do tributes align appropriately with
family wishes and values?

personal and family wishes, intentional
funeral planning offers individuals an

Memorial Event Plan

When and how is the principal’s demise communicated to family, friends

These conversations involve some of
the more intricate personal choices one

Results of a Comprehensive

Whether the service is a quiet, intimate
gathering or an internationally televised
event, our team works privately with families and their advisors to create a tribute

To begin the conversation,
contact us at:
info@lhtgroup-us.com
or
(866) 860-4438

as unique as the life being honored.
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